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MARCH AND FUNERAL SERVICE
CUNY WEEK OF MOURNING

The City University Week of Mourning
was concluded last Friday, March 24, when
about SO students from various branches of
CUNY marched from the Board of Higher
Education on 80th Street and York Avenue'
to Governor Rockefeller's Office on 55th
"Street" aad 5th* Avenue. The marchers,

Student

dressed in black robes, were accompanied
by a casket in a horse drawn hearse.

Mr. Alan Shark, Chairman of the
University Student Senate, delivered a
speech over the coffin in front of the
Governor's Office. The speech was as

BY ROSA
No, itis not the phone number to the White
House, but something which affects all of us
personally. It is a direct line for HELP in
whatever bugs you. The "bug" can be
anywhere from "...I just want to talk to
someone, who will listen to me without
criticizing me" or "...I want to talk to
someone about m y drug addiction."
Many times when these problems arise we
suffer through them silently because we
don't reaHy want to go to a professional
i£ov«js5Hj

Hotline

CERRATO

experimental basis after the Easter Recess
or as of Monday, April 10th, and for the rest
of the year (at this point plans for next y e a r
will be made). It will be open from 10:00
A.M. to 4:00 P.M., five days a week located
in a relatively private office in one of the
buildings. From now on the Hotline shall be
called PROJECT US.
The staff of PROJECT US consists of
students who have received training with
professional psychologists. Ther^'§ , a
screening committee, who along. .with_.4he
student xferectors,:_ wfll interview

follows:
Text of Remarks by
Alan R. Shark, Chairman
University Student Senate
March 24, 1972
Outside Governor Rockefeller's Office

throughout the University which are worthless because there will be no work on them
without sufficient funds.
There^slthe future of York College which
you killed when you vetoed their Master

So, Spring has sprung! "~ I
And this is what it comes to.
Mr. Governor, I want you to see this. We
don't care if you're here or in Albany. We
want you to see this.
Inside this coffin are many things.
There are the hopes of thousands of
students throughout the city of New York
who looked to Open Admissions as thenhope for a better life.
There are the educations of students
throughout the University winch will suffer
because of overcrowding, lack of adequate
services—counsemng -and remediation: to
name a few—-and lack of enough faculty.
There are the Master Plans of colleges

And, there are the votes of 220,000 students
who are watching your every move.
In- December you decided to freeze the
University's budget. Yesterday, we are told,
the legislative leaders made a deal to help
save the University. Today, we are here to
tell you that the freeze has got to go...now.
Today, we are here to tell the legislative
leaders that the only thing that deal will do
is help the University run in place. And
running in place is not our idea of progress
or quality education.
We, student, leaders from throughout the
University, are here to tell you and the
members of the legislature to watch this
coffin. It's your Pandora's box.
If you and the legislature vote against the
Cifcr University in your budget, we will vote

Plan.
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THIS IS WHERE THE STUDENT
HOTLINE COMES INTO PLAY.
This hotline-is a student-run counseling
program. It "was requested by a committee
of students interested in a student-peer
counseling and hotline program. A formal
proposal for such a project was prepared by
the students and presented to Dean Roy
Senour. The Dean, who was very receptive
to the idea, designated a student-faculty
committee to examine the possibility for
such a program, and, of course, the committee decided that Baruch needed such a
program and that it would be primarily a
student-run project. It was also decided that
the project should begin opeation on an

The administration ^rf
consist of four 4>epple: one student director,
t^vb" student assistant directors, and one
faculty director for consultation. The office,
however, shall be manned only by students.
PROJECT US will provide peercounseling, crisis phone in case you need to
talk to someone right away, and referral
service when the problem is of a more
serious nature. The areas are:

PERSONAL PROBLEMS
GENERAL CAMPUS APATHY
ABORTION - PREGNANCY
D R U G PROBLEMS
SOCIAL PROBLEMS
MENTAL AND PHYSICAL HEALTH
PROBLEMS
Continued on page 9

be issued
according to Tom Chin
lotfistein,
student coordinators of the 1.0. card
project.
The LD. photo staff will mail out appointment notices to all students. Pictures
will be taken in room 311 and the finished
I.D. cards can be picked up in room 411, both
in the Student Center. It will hopefully take
no longer than three days for the cards to be
ready.
Clubs
and
other
student
organizations are currently being used for
practice.
The I.D. cards will be mandatory for
students, faculty, administration and staff
beginning in the Fall '72 term. Ron Bruse,
Continued on page 9
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TICKER Interviews Dean Roy Senour
by Robert Barrett
Would you please define the role of Dean
of Students at Baruch college?
Well, the role is a very varied andcompEcated one. I would suspect that if we
changed the title of the. Dean of Students to
the Dean of Student Services it might more
adequately describe the role. As I see it, the
Dean's role is to work systematically with
faculty, other administrators, his own staff,
and the students to provide better services
for the students. Now this covers a variety of
services ranging, from Placement, Financial Aid, Counciling and Testing, the opportunity for participation in student
organizations from Student Activities, to
providing for more space for students,
which I would place as one of the more
important roles at the moment, to. enhance
the atmosphere in which students have the
opportunity to study, and if you will, live
while they are in college.
Certainly, the role is a sensitive one, and
those who are specifically assigned to the

Department of Student Personnel Services
do. not have a corner on the market of
working with students. The key individuals,
it would seem to me, who are responsible for
the total educational process are the faculty,
and we, as a staff, actually supplement what
the faculty members are doing. We really
believe that the close relationship between
the teaching faculty and our staff is most
important in creating the atmosphere for
students that will give them the feeling that
education is being personalized here at
Baruch. Now this is a big challenge, because
in an institution of this size, that is a commuter institution, essentially, we must take
special steps to attempt' to create opportunities for close interaction between
students faculty •' adminstration staff.
Thus the role of the Dean is a complicated
one and an extremely sensitive one. He has
to make sure that he has on board competent, well prepared, professionally .
trained staff members and has contributed
to an atmosphere in which they can be as
productive and as effective as possible. At
the same time he has to realize that other

people have extremely important roles in
the institution, especially in the administrative end of the operation, so that
their focus may not be the particular concerns of the Dean of Students; yet the Dean
of Students must work with administrators,
so that they see the total environment in
which students and staff and faculty Bre
working together; so that they see the
educational role is something more than just
what goes on in the classroom in terms of
providing learning situations of a formal
academic nature.
You mentioned the idea of personalized
education* and more going on than just in
the classroom. A project was started in
September, known as 212, basically to
reduce the mechanized and dehamanization
factors that students are faced with here at
Baruch. How do you think that project is
working?
I think the concept is an excellent one< I
have been troubled very candidly, by the
problems that have developed primarily

DEAN OF STUDENTS, Roy R. Senour
because of our inadequate physical
facilities.. When we attempt to develop a
variety of programs that might interest
students from different backgrounds and
different interests of their own in a space
that, perhaps, is not large enough to accomodate even a third of the number of
students that occupy that space as a rule, is
like moving into the subway station at Time
Square and attempting to interest students
in a climate and environment that is just
simply not condusive to their becoming
involved in a way that we would like them to
be involved. We find so many competing
things happening in this one area which is
the Marble Lounge, essentuaHy; we have
music blasting away which is not exactly
soothing, not exactly condusive to a relaxed
Continued on page 2
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Spring Recess — March 30-April 6, Inclusive
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You ha ve spoken highly of your staff. Doe
to the Budget Crisis, if a faculty member
leaves his job that vacancy cannot be fffled.
continued on j n g e 3
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^feg^g&;.a^JP- deeply concerned about the
and what it may meantome time so that any^i
T^, and frona my own point of always be seen
Irytothe s^iident personnel ^trl^of^
*g^^*

can-go up and bjeswmiemvolved^ Off Track
Betting, and they can become involved in
card playing in many places. But should
Baruch College contribute in any way to
providing these opportunitiesforstudents to
get in trouble? 33ns i s a -Teal serious
philosophical kind of question--whether we
play a role as surrogate; pareBfo-^r^atSf
have you. I don^ feelthat w e do play that
role, but yet-we could be accused of this by
allowing thme: to gamble ^freely in our
iouhges>Somehow we felt that card playing
is only one of many activities that should be
allowed in the Student Center, and when it
becomes so devoted to strictry card playing
then we try to interact other kinds of things.
But we certaimy have not forbidden card
playing inrjOi» jSHgEii|^it;iQen|s&: _ •.!_. ;_;:_
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andit
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some real problems. In
. - ^ ^ wayjt I^think our discipline problems caught up info webs of group activities
Unrlfoe Stodnent Center'nave not been as where it tecomes important to participate
serious as they have been in some of the in ordertohave a sense of acceptance by
one's peers. Now we've moved the gambling
other buildings.
out
of the cafeteria, actually we've moved
. I am as concerned about the students who
the
card playing out of the cafeteria, to
donot visit the Student Center as I am about
provide
space for peopletoeat and to read a
those who are here. I fear sometimes that
students do not come because of the chaos, book over a cup of coffee, and it have been
of the conditions which are moved over to the student lounge. On the
_to-one's opportunity to study or surface it would appear that gambling is-not
relax, and if they have to seek refuge going on in the Stuc^t Colter, by arid _*p^,
elsewhere; heaven knows where they go, I but there isevery reason io. suspect that it
hope they don't crawl back into the subways may be going on under thetable, so to speak.
and go home. But, in my point of mind, one I wouldlike to think not, but Fm not naive.
of*nurmost important priorities is to work Gambling is a sensitive matter and it is a
winVthe President andwith hisstaff in order matter which might come under" your
—^spaee for the students with question earlier aoout student discfoline;
kinds of interests and heeds.
and this is wnere our 212«taff anoT ourlounge
vVfekeh over a^iesponsibffity for w o r k e r s ; t f y l ^ ^ ^ ^ s t f Q i e m ^ u m ^ ^ t
6 o m the cafeteria. There have been problems, TikettatHterm^fMfr^^
with
"»een coming back to dlschihne again, of gam- students and^ae^nguieni to become hiftot^ybQ^aiftl;jH^ ^a~aatfous matter, not vblved m^flber kmds of things; it's fine to
'"'"*"• because f hive any Aoral objection to play cardsjaut there are other thmgs one can
gambling, but because stodents have been do for r ^ ^
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Coffins Dmrt Grow on Trees
The Adventures of a Misguided Group

TICKER
"There mr* no heroes, no riBaim, no
good guys, no bmd guys. The world is

STEVE HILX.ER

D E f i l S E MUCHKLSOM

MOREEN BALCH

The adventure of the coffin began in a
Math 65 class taught by Mr. Warren Gordon.
In order to make his class more enjoyable,
he told the story of how he and his cousin had
picked op a coffin that was lying outside a
funeral parlor. As they carried it home, they
could not keep themselves from laughing,
for they tfaougit it was the funniest thing
that had ever happened to them.
After relating his little anecdote, two of
his students, Jakeand Anita, told him at the
end of the hour that Baruch needed a coffin
for the CUNY Week of Mourning. The young
instructor gladly donated his prized casket.
The threesome arranged to have the coffin
picked up the Sunday before the festivities
were scheduled to begin.
That Sunday morning, however, Mike and
Mitch, two of the three "picker-uppers,"
were late in picking up the coffin so they
decided to proceed to HPA's softball
practice (a year's worth of spring training
couldn't help mem play better). A short
time later, Jake, the third comrade, arrived
and said that he had waited at Gordon's
house in vain for over an hour. Oh well. They
decided that they would try again the
following night. The fun(?) was yet to begin.
Monday arrived and Mike and Mitch
decided that i t was necessary to rent a
station wagon to transport the coffin from
Brooklyn (where it was being kept). But
then, the sometimes jovial editor of
TICKER, Bob, decided to join this
misguided group and remembered that at
least one of them had to be old enough to
rent a car. So the alarm went out for either a
student old enough or for one who owned a
station wagon.
This group didn't have to look past their
own eyes, for right in their midst was the
Associate editor of ICKER who, to our
surprise, turned out to be old enough. So this
little group, then compromised of Bob, Rob,
Mitch, Ififbe and Jake, were all ready tor
make tfaeexcursion to Brooklyn. Then Mike

MICMAEJL AGRANOFF

Senate Meet, Finally
The B a r u c h College Day Session (less t h a n 30 per cent
of t h e student body voted f o r us) Student Senate w i l l
f i n a l l y m e e t t h i s a f t e r n o o n , Tuesday, M a r c h 28, w i t h
m o r e t h a n h a l f of t h e Spring Semester o v e r .
T h e d e l a y c a m e from several sources. Enough-of t h e
i d not v o t e , so t h e e l e c t i o n h a d to be held
nwc

fSmmmmm

didtfi know tf^sey-could get back whatever
money ubeyspent from Dirty Harry. So they
said they would speak to each other later for
Mike and Mitch had to go to Mike's lawyer
to discuss his car accident and Bob had to
sec about using the President limosine for
picking up the coffin. B ut Bob couldn't get it
up to ask the president. Mike called Bob up
after the visit with the lawyer but Bob
wasn't in his office. He left a message with
the "mail checking" managing editor,
Fredie. Fredie took the message at the
incredible rate of two syllable an hour. Mike
and Mitch then rushed home to await Bob's
answer to the message but to their disappointment, he never returned the call. Both
Mike and Mitch took to their phones in
earnest precision, attempting to find out to
no avail if it was at all possible to pick up the
coffin that night. They called Bob constantly
at his office but there was no answer. For
they found out the next day he had the
audacity to go to the movies to see a film
about a coffin. The two of them tried

-»^ri

elections v a l i d {as s t a t e d In the S H E ' S A r t i c l e - X V ) .
Nobody c a m e t o count the ballots, c a u s i n g t h e results to
be delayed until payed student aids t a l l i e d t h e results.
There w a s also a Qty&t deal of d e l a y caused b y t h e
President, the Deanrof Students, a n d t h e C h a i r m a n of
the Student G o v e r n m e n t .
Any f o r m of d e m o n s t r a t i o n i n reference to t h e Budget
Crisis is now useless. There have been several opportunities f o r actions d i r e c t e d t o w a r d s t h e Board of
Higher Education i n respects to t h e need f o r m o r e
space.
• ,m .
5
So the only chore f o r this semester's Senate is the
f o r m a t i o n of a new. constitution w h i c h w a s supposed to
be done by~fast semester's Senate.
There is also t h e i t e m o f A c t i v i t i e s Fees allocation
w h i c h h a d become t h e chief c o n c e r n , i f not t h e only
concern, of Student G o v e r n m e n t .
But t h e cliche of " b e t t e r l a t r e t h a n never'1 can be
applied t o the Senate, let us hope t h a t t h e y can do
something this semester — if only conduct themselves in
a serious m a n n e r .

Spring Thing-Blown
Baruch College had its f i n a l o p p o r t u n i t y to p a r t i c i p a t e
in t h i s y e a r ' s Budget Crisis a c t i v i t i e s a n d blew i t . The
week of m o u r n i n g was concluded by a d e m o n s t r a t i o n in
f r o n t of Governor Rockefeller's New Y o r k City office
and only about TO B a r u c h students a t t e n d e d .
When B a r u c h students ask w h y thereTwas no s t r i k e
this y e a r , they a l r e a d y have t h e a n s l e r . \

m.

Letters

Dear Mr. Barrett:
You may wish to consider the
ia—ibOUj of giving recognition to
jartie^ating students for their
jartrHmUomm helping to mail the
3«raeJi Survival Kits, in a future

Chin, MfT~liector Colon, Mr.
Joseph D e m m a , Mr. Sanford
Forrest, Mr. Jack Fox, Miss
Marilyn Fuhrman, Mr. Michael
Genee, Miss Ann Horn, Mr. Donald
Jacobson, Miss Gail Koegan, Mr.
Patrick Lau, Miss Rosalind Leung,
* these students are listed below: Mr. Albert Mercadb, Mr. Barry
Miss Diane Bardusch, Mr. Peltzman, Miss Mildred Ramos,
Anthony Bertolino, Mr. David Miss Soshana Rogner, Mr. Donate

continued from page 3
adequately staffed as it is in the day session.
So that I feel more secure about the lines of
communication that have developed in the
day session than I do in the evening.
Student government has had a great deal
of difficulty in organizing this semester.
What do yon f e d should be your role in
regards to student government?
I'm troubled by the problems mat student
government has experienced this academic
year. I don't mink mat it's the least bit
reassuring, to note, but nevertheless it's
worm observing, that only one of the units of
the City University ofJ^few York managed to
have a student government election where
30 per cent of the student body actually
participated in the voting process. This is an
interesting kind of fact and needs to be
examined very carefully. I'm sure it tells us
something, and I'm not so sure we have had
our ears open to pay attention to what it all
means. We read mat nationally students are
not as involved and not as^concerned with
issues both on campus and off campus as
they were a* recently as one or two years
ago. Nevertheless, there is an important
input needed from the students in having
them share in the organization and administration of the educational process, at
Baruch and other institutions. I think that
we must sit down with concerned students
and staff and take a very hard look at this
matter of student government. I could talk
specifically to some of the nuts and bolts of
the problems we have had with student
government; but in taking a broader look,
when we know that the BCCC, for example,
winch has been in operation for two years is
still struggling to find concerned students to
work in some systematic way on developing
a governance for the entire college, it is not
surprizing then that there are not many
students concerned about working on our
own student government. It can mean so
many things.
Finale question. Do you think that you are
doing a good job as Dean of Students?
I think that I would let others answer that
i|in iHUin T frri^ tfaet w e should tajk to

by M.CLA. (Misguided Group Associate)

- Jules Fetffer

DONNA SULLjO

Senour . •-•

Santo, Miss Arlene Weiss, Mr.
Steve Whitfield.
Special recognition should be
given to Mr. Hector Colon who,
perhaps more than any other individual, gave us his time and
energy to complete this tremendous "project,involving over 20,000
pices of mail.
You might wish also to point out
the contributions made by Dean
Greger particularly, and Mrs.
Ross in the Student Center, who
helped to coordinate mis project.
Thank you for considering this
suggestion.
Sincerely,
Roy R. Senour, Jr.
Dean of Students

This article is in part a rebuttal
to-srstatement made by the Jewish
Defense League in its column

he had recently received from bis auto
accident that past week. Jake found it
necessary to lead the way very slowly to
enable Rob to follow him. They arrived at
Gordon's cousin's house and went down to
the basement where the coffin was being
^stored (where else would you store the
coffin). They attempted to get it out the easy
way but couldn't get it out the doorway.
They in turn had to go through the entire
house to get the coffin back to school. They
beat that problem and loaded it into the
rented wagon and left for Baruch.

•
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Upon arrival they scared the ups out of the
elevator operators and they found it
necessary to leave the coffin hidden m the
auditorium. The misguided group had
finally found their way and the coffin had
finally reached its destination.
ADDED NOTE: The bunting around the
school (flags of mourning) .were hung up
with the cooperation of GOD, Steve Falk,
Bob, Mitch, Mike and Mr. Buebal.

which appeared in the March 14
issue of TICKER. I agree with JDL
in deploring and resisting a quota
system of any kind in CUNY. In the
course of the discussion, however,
the author of the article made a
comment mat I cannot agree with.
He said,"...it's no secret that the
community colleges are a far cry
from the senior, colleges like
Brooklyn, Queens, City College, or
Baruch." As a June, 1971 graduate
gT the Borough of Manhattan
i m m u n i t y College (BMCC), I
have found this not to be the ease.
In many respects, BMCC is equal
or even, superior to Baruch (particularly if one is a liberal arts
student as I am).
'

A TRANSFER
STUDENT'S
REACTION TO BARUCH
by David BadOn

everyone they could think of; just wanting to
know if they would be repaid for their
troubles. So they once again postponed the
project to the next day.
Tuesday, the first day of the week of
mourning, Mitch, Jake, and Mike met
before 8:00 A .M. to discuss the events that
lay ahead for them mat night. They met
with Rob and Bob at 1:00 for further
discussion of renting a car and the
notification of Mr. Gordon. They decided to
rent the car from (Means'for it was the
closest to the school. So they called for
reservations for that night and got mem
without any problems. But when they tried
to reach Mr. Gordon, they found out he had
left school for the day but would be returning that evening to teach a night class.
They attempted to call his parents at their
home, but the telephone operator could not
find them listed. Mitch remembered he had
Mr. Gordon's phone number at home and
said that he would call when he arrived
home. Mitch called but no one was home. In
the meantime, Jake looked in his phonebook
and found out the telephone number of Mr.
Gordon's parents. He called them and found
out where Gordon was. Mitch called and
reached Gordon after he received the
necessary information from Jake. Mitch
discovered that Gordon wasn't going to be
home until after 10:00 that evening, but his
cousin was going to be home at 8:00. Mitch
called Mike and passed everything to him
who, in turn called Rob who was waiting for
Mike's call. Mike told Rob that he and Mitch
would pick him up that evening at 8:00 and
then proceed to rent a car. They were to
meet Jake at Oleans at 8:30. They all met
and the renting of the car w a s hardly a
problem to mis already problem-faced
group. They proceeded to leave, Mitch and
Jake in Jake's car and Rob and Mike in the
rented stationwagon. Rob found that when
h e went to stop the car that it had power
brakes and he had never driven ^with them

•

The classes were smaller and the
instruction more personal at
BMCC. In many c a s e s , the
teachers seemed more sensitive to
the needs of their students. The
students at BMCC were also more
characterized by a s e n s e of
togetherness than the students at

Baruch.
The
most
distinguishing
characteristic of the Baruch
student body is apathy. Even an
issue as crucial as the preservation
of free tuition seems unable to
mobilize the college community.
At BMCC; there was almost constant political activity on a wide
variety of topics.
Academically, I'm certain that
Baruch's business programs are
tbe best in the CUNY system. The
liberal a r t s c l a s s offerings,
however, leave much to be desired.
In fact, soon after entering tbe
school in September, I found mat
had been "seduced" by the Barach
College catalog.-Since I am an
English major, I first checked the
curriculum of the
English
Department. On paper, it looked
impressive; a more than adequate
number of English eiectives were
listed. But upon receiving the
Continued on pegertf

other administrators, including the
President, to make an evaluation. An
evaluation of all staff members, from Deans
on up if you will, is a terribly important
process, at Baruch and in any institution.
We all can improve, and w e all need to have
some sounding board to determine how we
are preceived by others as we attempt to
fulfill our roles. Certainly there isn't one
person who doesn't have areas where their
operation could be strengthened or their
participation and function couldn't be improved.
It's been fascinating. I have felt, a s I
moved amongst students, a warm reception
and I don't just necessarily mean here on
the campus; I have talked to them on the
subway, they often identify themselves on
the subways, as I'm going back and forth to
my apartment—I've enjoyed them. I've
enjoyed them 20 years ago, and I don't like
to exaggerate but it was 20 years ago when I
first was exposed to Baruch. It's been really
just exciting. It's been frustrating too,
because I have not made the kind of
progress that I might have hoped to have
made in a number of areas. There are a
number of important things that are pending from the stand point of students, as
they are concerned about the hotline and we
are doing everything we can to find quarters
for that This morning at 8:30 I got a
promise for a corner of Room 6 on the main
floor of the 23rd Street Building to put up a
temporary information center. These are
trivial little things, and yet they^are very
hard to achieve because of tt^ budget
problems and really because of the pressure
for space. Most important of all, I have felt
not only as important from most of my staff,
but I have been impressed with the concern
that the President has. I liked him when I
first meet him and m y admiration for him
has increased (this sounds like I'm buttering up the President and I don't want it to
sound that wayl. But this guy is fair, he's
objective, he has got a commitment to
providing strong leadership for this institution. As a matter of fact, as we look over
our sister institutions, there are very few
colleges with presidents that seem to have
made the impact on 80th Street that he has
made.
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Society

Dr. Philp Halboth-Education
Dr. Norman Storer-SocioJogy
Dr. Larry Adams-Political Science
Monday-April 10
1 2 : 0 0 O a k Lounge
PEOPLE INVITED

CAPS AND
TO ALL

GOWNS

GRADUATING

SENIORS
Measurements will be taken for Caps and Gowns in the Lobby of the Student
Center on April 11th from 9 A.M. to 4 P.M. and from 5 P.M. to 7 P.M. Caps and
jowns will be distributed on May 26th from 9A.M. to 4P.M. and 5 P.M. to 7 P.M.
The Cost: $11. The $11.

price includes rental of the Gown and the purchase of

the Cap with Tassel and Hood.

Candidates for Graduate Degrees can also make uiiungemonts for their Caps and
Gowns on the same dates
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ATTENTION BACKPACKERS

I See You

Faith—.

Hotline...

Continued from page 5
Continued from page 5
want to do any work which would rquire
set down by Mcluhan earlier. Radio has the foresight to measure that work's worth. You
. means to touch and communicate to many are obviously not interested in expressing
by A. Scott Harris, ATC
people, yet it has the means to be intimate. yourself through the media available to you.
Radio station WBMB has that means. It That could be due to ignorance, but this
backpacker
grill,
which
I
use,
as
a
splint
and
First, in reference to my last article, ail
extends
to you the communicative in- writer doubts that. College students aren't
weights given with a number 1 after are tied with weeds. I carry a snake bite kit (a
formation
that is necessary in life. Yet when ignorant. Students know EVERYTHING!!
•-" wrong. Ie. 31 should be only 3.. Of course snake once bit into niy Opal SW's front left
it
is
not
understood
and taken advantage of To those of you who agree, would you anmost back packer novices should have nojteoK tire and gave me a flat. That was in Georgia,
it
loses
its
meaning.
WBMB allows and swer one question for me? What is the
damping in the Okefenokee Swamp. I've yet
that.
V
Now for business. Our first camping tripr to see one in New York but I take no chan- hopes that students and teachers react to definition of a "student?" And for those of
will be April Fool's Day, of course. This will ce). No one really does from a snake bite; what it states, but when that reaction you who can also write, would you write m e
be a light trip of 2 or 3 days depending on usually one dies of fear. Moleskin, besides overcomes rational thought, the purpose of your answer? If possible, all definitions will
be published. Names need not be included.
conditions and stamina. It will be cold, but being a cut protector, also helps blisters. the medium, radio is lost.
Let
us
all
start
fresh,
if
not,
let
us
all
They
say
that
Iodine
tablets
are
better
than
This is all the space I can donate to students
no lower than 35 according to the Almanac
continue
to
extend
our
minds
into
this
media
Halozone
for
water.
Boil
it
five
minutes
this week. Any future donations will result
- (last year it was snowing April 1 and in the
that
is
so
close,
and
collectively
reach
many
anyway.
(Clorox2
drops
in
an
emergency
from your response.
upper 60's on the 3rd)..By popular demand
^pj^p}§LJ^J^^^mt^3tejway.
Fjppm_Jfcis_we_. - —^Xhis-is-an apology to the Dean of Students^
-BU)
.
=
We w i l l h p r o f i i r n i n g t n N n r f h T.ato»; fhfM-P
can better understand the chaos that, The Dean was the only person to respond to
will be no camping charge as it is off season
After
a
long
walk,
a
good
help
is
to
rub
surrounds
us all. Let us overcome the my offer made last week. The Dean stated
tm the 15th.
alcohol,
carried
in
a
small
plastic
bottole,
on
reaction without reaction so that we may he would be more than pleased to meet with
Going Light: tent, or we'll make
the
feet.
Clean
yourself
with
liquid
I.C.
NonKNOW.
you (Linda Matula), any individual student
arrangements; sleeping bag of 2 lbs. down
poluting
soap
(get
it
at
the
camping
stores).
:
and with all groups of students who wish to
or - r6 - lbs_ -other _material^_wear warm^ Footpowder-ij
select a mutually convenient time for such
d o m i n g , and long underwear. Food -bring
is an excellent idea. Get the U.S. Army type
meetings. " I am apologising for the lack of
your own, or try to find someone to share.
from
your
local
Army
store.
Remember,
by
Sheila
Llthco
and
concern
and interest in Baruch students. I
Boots are a must - waterproof them. We
when
trying
on
boots
wear
2
pairs
of
socks,
r
Peter
Coringrato
will,
most
definitely, make an appointment
have plenty of transportation. If you don't
one of them wool (you will know a good
Using
illustrative
slides,
Professor
Emil
to
speak*with
Dean Senour. Unfortunately, I
-have the proper equipment, w e l l be able to
dealer by the fact that he will insist on this). Polak, Queensborough Community College, am unable to bring with me a list of names
help you with some and show you where to
Carry spare bulb and batteries. A scouring lectured on Roman North Africa before the of students who wish to speak with him. I
rent the rest.
pad with soap is helpful. Bandanas, besides Baruch History Society. Despite the cannot even look him straight in the eye and
Last year we had a blast (except for the
great for keeping heat in around the neck, destruction caused by the Vandals in the 5th assure him that even though the written
nuts camping next to us who drank all
are useful in wiping water off the cups and a century, the Arabs in the Middle Ages and response was small, there is a type of "silent
night). This year we'll outnumber them. AH
dozen other things. Carry at least two quart Europeans in modern times, North Africa majority" somewhere who wish, to speak
invited, bring a friend and a flashlight (and
canteens of water, preferably in the two contains
with him. I have no evidence of any interest
toilet paper).
upper side pockets (water weighs two tiquity. many remains from Roman an- in the students who attend Baruch. I only
For further info, contact Scott in the photo
pounds per quart).
Rome's first involvement with Africa was know that some bodies attend this school.
room, Student Center or put a note in Box
Someday, there is going to be someone to
military conquest of Carthage. Even921. P.S. I got all the other notes, you aren't
Last, this week is the survival kit. Tell the
tap
the interests of students and put them to
tually all of North Africa was included
forgotten; Pen camper you are never home!
someone where you are going, when you are within
Roman Empire. From her North appreciable use. Every student. attending
and my dirty camping pictures will be seen
returning, and who you are with. Make sure Africanthe
subjects,
Rome collected taxes and Baruch now is in some way paying a $60.00
on Tuesday and Thursday in the photo club
the route and times are known - even the obtained commercial benefits. Rome gave registration fee. $8.00 of that money goes to
rooms.
most experienced with the best compass can North" Africa law and order but did not fully Student Personnel Services. Someday, that
What do I need, how shall I plan? Before
get lost I have, and I was carrying my Romanize the Berbers and descendants of money is going to be used to reflect the inyou buy, remember these questions (camp
daughter five hours until I found a road. My the Phonecians who retained many of their terests of thejnajority of the Student Body.
trans suggestions): Is it light weight? Is it
wife slept through the whole affair and traditional ways.
BUT NO ONE IS EVER GOING TO START
low in bulk? Is it practical? Will it be
never missed us. Had I been gone longer,
ANYTHING
THAT REFLECTS ANY
Although a minority in North Africa,
durable? Do I need it? Remember, quality
however, she would have sent out a search Rome
MAJORITY
UNLESS
THAT MAJORITY
maintained her rule because of her
willsave your life, and backpacking is not a
party - I hope. An extra day should always . superior
STATES
WHO
THEY
ARE,
WHAT THEY
army. Romans allowed me North
game. It i s expensive but if you buy right
be well publicized.
WANT,
AND
HOW
THEY
WANT
IT. See the
Africans to retain their culture and life style
you will have equipment that will last years
channels of communication available to
Any one still interested and as yet afraid and intermarried with them.
and never g o out of style.
yon;
see how you can start the ball rolling.
to speak up c a n find the Baruch Camping
Professor Polak showed the remains of
A first aid kit fe rarely used, but when it is
Right
now, two of these channels have been
Club sitting in the Photo CUu> Room 417 S.C., Roman amphitheatres, aqueducts, villas
trip it will be
mad^-rlnarly
avaflabje to yott. ffprmUm te
xesurvived ^ e ravages of..
the Dean i s one of thero. TICKER, as a
«*"-?«« C :
3«U%. ~iwhole, and this cofcuna specifically, is the
ether. The Dean's office and TICKER
cannot fabricate student interest. We must
rely on the real thing. Only you can make
that ''real thing" available to us.
ternoon. A Model Sedar was conducted
by Kevin Dubrow
The Model Sedar Chairman, Bob Blaska,
before a packed Faculty Lounge and even and the Hebrew Club President, Ann
Hillel Foundation brought Passover to during this joyous occasion the plight of
Goldstein, welcomed over a hundred guests
Baruch College, this.- past Thursday af- Soviet Jewry wasn't forgotten.
for an interesting, learning lunch; among
the guests were President Wingfiekf, Dean
Senour, many members of Baruch's faculty
and administration and a host of students. A
by Max ZavaneHi
beautiful Sedar table greeted each guest and
The chess tournament s p o n s o r e d ^ : 21?
it traditional set and explained. The hour
Workshops is- underway. In the Chamservice, before the repast, was very inby ken wax
pionship Section, Kwok Tom leads with wins
formative on Jewish laws governing
over Steve Moritz and Ron Feiertag. Section
They/came from as near as the Marble
Passover and also contained songs,
A is off to a slow start while Jerry Borg has Xiounge and as far as the Cafeteria. Some of
blessings, dedications and historical
clinched Section B. In Section C, Tommy Lai
them didn't even know they were coming.
background that befit the event.
and Barry Rieman lead with two wins and Many just wanted to find out what the crowd
no losses. Section D is led by Ben Wlodawskr in the corner was doing with those bottles
A highlight was two readings on Soviet
-but he is closely followed by Anthony and trays.
Jewry. Bruce Rosen read his original work
''-.- GhiozzL Section E is unclear.
"The Ten Cities of Israel" which spoke
What they were doing was LAB ONE.
about Judaism and Russian Jews. Rod
All games must be finished and posted Because darkroom work is surrounded in an
Stern, Hillel's Chairman for Student
before April to. Those not finished will be aura of mystery and complexity, LAB ONE
Struggle
for Soviet Jewry, read an exerpt
/ forfeited. Section winners will be paired for set out to disspell those ideas. Many
from "This Is The Matzah of Hope" and
' - the playoffs on that date. A question has students had questions as to how, in the fully
symbolically set aside a piece of Matzah for
been raised concerning section ties. If only lit Marble Lounge, it was possible to develop
one tie occurs, both players will qualify as it film. That was quickly explained. First, the XI Jewish people in Russia. "As we observe
this festival of freedom, we know that Soviet
is easier to condouct the playoffs with an film; is loaded on a spiral reel which is then
Jews
are not free to leave without
- even number of players. ZIf more than one inserted into a developing tank. This can all
harassment;
to learn of their past; to pass
_ # e occurs, a tie-break will be made on the be done in a changing bag (which is seimply
on their religious traditions; to learn the
section with the lowest number of active a light tight cloth bag) in a fully lit area.
languages of their fathers; to train the
7 players. Whoever defeats the other in his Then the bag is opened and you take out the
teachers and the rabbis of future
individual game will go on to the playoffs. developing tank with the film inside. The
generations.",
was a very moving passage.
,. * - A simultaneous exhibition and a blindfold tank has a litght-baffle top, which allows you
.:'"_ chess match is tentatively scheduled for to pour in chemicals but does not let light in.
The lunch Hillel provided for a fifty cent
^ Thursday, April 20, 12-2 p.m. (hopefully in You then pour in two chemicals and water.
charge consisted of wine, salad, gefilte fish
the Norm Lounge, Student Center). Max After about 15 minutes you have your film
(a mixture of chopped fish with seasonings),
.'' ZavaneUi, the undefeated and untied Baruch fully developed.
cakes and coffee. During lunch, many
.1 .;* Champion* wiH p l a y a l l challengers
zealous guests sang songs and danced.
Many students brought in their own film
^simultaneously white also attempting to
People
that popped into the lounge were
"play a game without sight of' the board and and, besides developing it, developed an
invited in and took part in the event. It was
Thurs. April 2© any time
Wimout notes. Ben Wlodawski will referee interest. These were people like yourself,
certainly
unusual to see students, faculty
who
didn't
know
a
thing
about
darkroom
. ^ : ^ ^ 4bftl0iadf0)d game while Richard Wong, a
and administration eating and conversing
J ' ^ f f i n e H s t in last term's championship, has work. A lot of students who either didn't
together under happy circumstances.
between 12:00-2:00
:.ft:^ - J-y vohaiteered to play with sight of the board have time on Tuesday or wanted to bring in
Hillel's
advance planning and tireless effort
.their
film
and
develop
it
asked
if
we
win
be
f0^:-*liu4
no holds barred. •
surely showed itself as everyone left with a
.£$»* •:>!££..'V Tbose^Bterested in playing in the simul doing this LAB again. We will probably
smile on their face and were glad they had
^y- /
should sign up early in Room 212. Each return to the lounge with LAB TWO in a
In the Ticker Office
attended.
'
^ player must bring his otn chess set to be couple of weeks. Keep your eyes open to find
out what that LAB will be doing.
t | t ejertein c€ playing./The number of parH you don't want to wait until then, come
noreen Balch-Literary
Ed.
^ ticipantS; will be limited by sets and space to PHOTO WORKSHOP every Thursday at
12 (sharp) in room 403; Main Building.

^lortli^AfricairA^

All

Poets

WHO HAVE SUBMITTED

Lob One Develops
on Image

Their work

To The literary
Supplement

Are invited to meet
together

To rap

About their poetry
That was printed

And that which wasn't*
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the early registration procedures in April.
After checking eligibility with the particular
departmental chairman, the student should
see Dr. Claire Brody, Freshman Advisor in
Room 406, Student Center or Dr. Jerry
Rosenberg, Director of Orientation, Room
107, Student Center, for further information
and a screening appointment.
_• _
- it-is hxjpwi^terrsmdents whoTappIywHT^
have had some experience or academic
training in group dynamics, although there
will be an intensive training program for
new applicants before -the September
semester begins possibly in May, after final
exams.
Future articles in this series will deal with
other aspects of the orientation of new
students. The next one, appearing in the
April 18 issue of Ticker, will deal with a
report and summary of the evaluations of
Freshman Orientation made by freshmen in
the Fall semester of 1971 which led to the
revisions in effect in the Freshman
Orientation program for this current Spring
semester.

|by Steven

An Exclusive Interview with Stephen Frears
Director of "Gumshoe

JOIN
TICKER

Office Help
Reporters

Photographers
are needed
It is not too
late to join
the staff of

TICKER

S.K. -Tell me something about "Gumshoe"
and your involvement in it, and why did

/ /

you pick "Gumshoe" first.
S.F. - "Gumshoe" is autobiographical, it's
what the writer believes. That's his life,
his world. I don't mean that he's actually
had that adventure, but he just wrote
down what he thinks. In that sense it's just
a" straightforward bit of expression. Do
you understand what I mean? It's really a
portrait .of the writer.
S.K.- What made you decide on "Gumshoe"
as your first project?
S.F- I made a short film for a television
company about some kids who pinch a car
and drive up and down the motorway in
England acting out scenes from the
movies like the taxi scene in "On the
Waterfront" and all that sort of thing. It
was just very nice and it had a marvelous
feel to it. And the writer saw it - Neville
(Smith), who wrote "Gumshoe" - saw it
and we just said let's write a film. Alright,
what should we write it about? And he
went away and wrote the first ten pages. I
mean it was as mundane as that, I'm
afraid. It was quite obvious at that point
that it would be made.
S.K.- Is the role of director, to you, the
ultimate role in the making of a film?
S.F.- I'm a director, that's my job. If I can
make a film like "Gumshoe"...If I say
that "Gumshoe" is my film, what I mean
is that the writer started writing it, for the
first four months I was producing it. I
mean I actually manufactured the script.
I then set it up. I got Albert (Finney) to be
in it and then made it. So in the case of
"Gumshoe", yes, it is the ultimate role;
there's no getting away from that. It
seems to me that there's no reason why an
actor or a producer or a writer shouldn't
have that position. When you see
"Philadelphia Story" or "Born Yesterday" it seems to me that it's the writing
that is remarkable. The writing absolutely
governs the nature of the film. I saw a clip
from "The Godfather"; I'm sure that it's
Brando's performance that just binds the
whole thing together.

S.K.- What would you say the director's role
is in regard to the movie-going public?
S.F.-1 come from a writer's theater. I think
my main responsibility is towards the
writer. When we were writing it, once we
made thai sort of jump, that it was going
to be that sort of film, most of the work
went on to simply accepting the responsibility that you have to hold people and
entertain people for 90 minutes. I think
that's achievement. I would actually
accept responsibility for actually holding
people in the cinema for 90 minutes.
Having said that, I would also, of course,
say that you are there to make serious
films and to work properly. It seems to me
that that's what's interesting about the
movies... That sort of cross-roads where
very big business meets what we'll call
artistic people... I mean that's a very
peculiar position which doesn't really
exist in any other art form I don't think.
S.K.- What do you think of the concept of t h e
director as auteur?'
S.F.- Well I say it's very nice and it's true in
"Gumshoe" but I can think of lots of other
films where someone else has been the
auteur. In the case of "Gumshoe" I found
a writer who said what I wanted to say. I
wouldn't take away any credit from him
by elevating my status. I think it's very
much to do with energy and responsibility
for the film. And you accept responsibility
for the making of the film, for the content
of the film and I don't give a damn who
that person is. THAT'S the person you're
talking about, isn't it? Of course, that
position is the most interesting position of
how you get yourself to the position of
taking responsibility for the film.
S.K.- Many of my friends go to the movies
very seldom now because they don't want
to be hit over the head with very contemporary issues or thogSet Nam war or
what have you. They juSpwant to be entertained. They don't want to be confused
or lost for the total 90 minutes.
Continued on page 10
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by Prof. Claire M. Brody
Freshmen Adviser
that course, and if he is screened and found
eligible for leadership training by a committee of Student Personnel Services
Department staff and peer representatives,
he may then receive one academic credit for
completing four hours per week of work
during the semester. These four hours will
entail carrying two groups of freshmen
through, a Freshman -SeroJnagyone hour of group supervision per week by an S.P.S.
Department staff member, and one hour of
preparation per week. In addition, each of
the departmental chairmen referred to may
require the student to fulfill some additional
assignment such as a term paper evaluating
his experience.
student leaders who are currently
working with freshmen may also apply for
this academic credit if they are eligible in
the Fall, 1972 semester.
The announcement of this change in
structure of what has been known as Freshman Orientation is made at this time, so that
students who would like to apply for this
assignment can do so before they complete

CRITIC

CADUCEUS?

*-*

Student Leaders of Freshiiien
Seminar Eligible for O n e

Continued from page 1
It will keep close-liaison with the Student
Information Center, college counseling
office,
and
outside
agencies.
EVERYTHING IS STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. The exact location for Note: This is the first of a five part series
PROJECT US has not been designated yet,
but, look for ads around the school they will
Freshman Orientation (henceforth to be
tell you the location and the phone number. known as Freshman Seminar) is truly
coming of age. It has experienced the
growing pains of any curricular innovation
I.D. Cards...
and the sturm und drang of adolescence. In
the not-too-distant future, it may have a
fully accredited .status in the required
Continued from page 1
curriculum
for new students.
Coordinator of Student Activities, who is the
Meanwhile,
for this coming academic
-faculty-member i«-eharge-ofthe-endeavor,- year, some very"
important changes will
stated that a red background will be used for take effect in regard
to the opportunity for
undergraduate students while colors yet to student leaders who work
with freshmen in
be determined will be employed for other the small group experience
to receive one
categories. The^gjninated pictures will be academic credit for this wdrk.
used as library cards and at registration as
The way it will work is that an upper
well as for general identification.
classman student (defined as Junior or
The procedures for obtaining the I.D. card Senior in September, 1972) may apply to the
are:
Chairman of the respective academic
1. Upon entering 311 S.C., have available. departments to take:
a. proof of identify
Sociology 99 (Honors Course)
b. bursar's receipt
Psychology 33, 34, 35, 36 (Laboratory and
c. appointment form
Field Work)
2. Sign I.D. card forms.
Education 33 (Field Experience in
3. After photo is taken, present materials Psychological Services)
of proof. Wait one minute for Polaroid with the stipulation that if he is eligible for
picture to develop.
4. Check to see that your photo is attached
to your form letter.
5. Pick up finished card in 411 S.C. three
days later. Sign receipt card.
These are the rules for the maintenance of
the I.D. cards.
1. Carry it whenever you are in school.
2. Show it to any college representative if
he-she asks for it.
3. Pick up a new validation sticker each
term after paying registration fees.
4. Do not lend it to anyone.
5. If you lose it, notify the Dean of
Students' Office, Room 302, Student Center.
A replacement card will cost $3.00.
"Any time you want me, just whistle. You
know how to whistle don't ya?" How many
of you remember that line? Lauren Bacall
said it to Humphrey Boagart in... For those
of you who did know
it, you're in for a supertreat if you see c 'Gumshoe". For those who
didn't know it and -would like to eaten some
Americana recreated, this is the time to do
sc.
"Gumshoe" is the work of a young new
director. Stephen Frears. Together with
screenwriter Neville Smith they have
fashioned a film which recreates the era of
"The Maltese Falcon" of Bogart and Bacall
and the anti-hero. They have combined cult
and cap and charisma to produce a widely
appealing film.
Mr. Frears was borr. and educated in
England. He was raised on American films
of the '40s and '50s which have enormously
influenced his outlook. Close proximity to
the European directors has combined with
his love of American films to produce an
artistic direction that is more concerned
with entertaining and the total effect of a
film than pedantic style. Francois Truffeau
is one of his favorite directors more for his
film's effect than for a style or technique.
Dynamic and inventive Mr. Frears is
more interested in beginning from scratch
than transposing an extant work to the
screen. After studying for the bar Frears
gave it up for a position of assistant director
with London's Royal Court Theatre. He left
this to become Karel Reisz's personal
assistant on "Morgan". This was his first
contact with the cinema. He then worked as
Albert Finney's assistant on "Charley
Bubbles" and with Lindsav Anderson on
"IF".
While working on a film for T.V. Frears
met Neville Smith and the chemistry began
to work. Smith seemed to put on paper what
Frears had in his head. Together they are
primarily responsible for "Gumshoe."

ror c n o m s coup n ine
roconos KnowioiKje or
Hebrew essential. Good sutoy
Pfioae 265-7240
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Anderson and Karel Reisz so in that sense
they sort of educated me.. To make
a film
wav
be
T Hke JohnvFord .or Truffeau
^^
"
T
"—1SiaTvel6iisT"-'~' '~^" ~~^ -. •." " . •
S.K.- What i s it in them that you admire?
S.F.-1 think that they have.found a way of
being very poetic in thecinema. On a very
simple Ievef, John Ford was aaabsolutely
sti^ghtforward commercial director, but
such poetry. I think the same with Truffeau. Then there are lots of other artists
whose work is terrific like Welles and
Hawkes and Bunuel. The problem is in
selecting the area where you feel that
you're going to do most of your work and I
think that most of my work will be done at
that cross-roads I was talking about
between art and popular entertainment.
S.K.- I'm surprised. Most directors I've
talked to have cited very specific at-

Continued from page 9
,S.Fi-__
Ibavea very complicated response to that
because I think that Resnais or Antonioni,
for example, are extremely serious film
makers who should be: taken very
seriously. In other words, like you, I know
people will go to see Antonioni's films and
talk about them all night, actually, will go
to see the new Paul Newman film too. You
know what I mean? And that contradiction is where I'm at. I was brought
up seeing ah American film every week.
You can't just turn, around and suddenly
deny that that exists. To resolve all those
sort of influences with what you think.
Obviously the thought content of a lot of
the HoHywood features was very low, but
they^oJUtor^
" popular medium and you can use it to put
admire because of a total effect that they
across a lot of very serious ideas.
produce in each of their films.
Antonioni and Resnais don't think like
that I meanthat they're not interested in S.F.- WeU, I think that these people are
poetic film-makers. Their poetry is the
the popular side of i t That seems to me to
poetry
that I like, they've given me more
be perfectly reasonable.
pleasure
than anybody else that I can
S.F.- Ireally couldn't answer that. I'm very
think of in the cinema. If you want to talk
pleased that my first film is an original
about style, alright. Ford's style is the
script.
way that I'd like to make films; it's acS.K.- Do you have any projects lined up
tually a very restrained, unselfconscious,
now?
narrative
style which I admire. If you talk
S.F.- No. I've got two or three writers who I
about
content,
I mean I have no sympathy
will work with. We've just been talking.
with Ford's politics, so I'm not talking
But it's not like saying: 'Oh weU, I've got
about
content. I think they're men who put
three books I want to make -a film of. If
enormous
feeling into their work and I
i f s a book, why make it as a film? Of
think
the
work
has feeling. I think that
course lots of good films have been made
feeling
is
very
important. I^mean you
of good books, but I would always feel
talked about it yourself, you talked about
slightly less interested if it existed as a
atmosphere
and things like that.
good book.
S.K.Instead
of
translating a book to the
S.K.- What was it like working with Lindsay
screen,
what
about
translating a piece of
Anderson on "If"?
theatre?
S.F.- It was very simple. It's a very S.F.4-1 wouldn't be frightfully interested in
straightforward film. Very weU scripted;
it. It would depend what the play was. I
the script was what was shot. WeU, to go
would
want to start from the beginning
back...I think that "If' was a more enagain,
it
wouldn't be very interesting just
tertaining film than "On A Clear Day"
to
film
it.
If what, the play says is very
(previously mentioned by me). So why not
good
and
how
it says it, then you can
put it into Radio City Music HaU? Why do
easily
find
a
style
of making a film about
people not go? Who is it who indicates to
it. What seems to m e very sad about books
them that there i s some distinction? I
and
plays is that it becomes a sort of
would say in terms of pure entertainment
formal
exercise. I liked it when those real
if you took 1000 people off the street they
Hollywood
^movies and books...the
would enjoy it.
Hollywood
version, for e x a m p l e , of
S.K.-1 think that most of the people wh>go
Hril a r e f i o t

fmwr~"'"
SJFy-^ges,of course* -But yoo do feel that
they're missing something. You do feel
that they're accepting something when
without being at an intellectually snobbish
they could just have a better time if they
went to see more interesting films.
S.K.- How easy or difficult was it making
"Gumshoe"?
S.F.- It was just frightfully hard work. Once
the script is right, you just shoot the script
and. the work went into getting the script
right. It's tiring and hard work. There
wasn't any difficulty in any sort of poetic
sense. Only in. the practical details.
S.K.B+ How long did it take to shoot
S.F.- About nine weeks. We found it hard to
cut though. Because it takes place on
more than one level, you have to place
everything correctly.
S.K.- Would you consider doing directorial
work in both films and for the theatre?
S.F.- There's some awful quotation
somewhere that says that I wouldn't. If
there were an interesting play, it would be
marvelous to do it. I don't think the opportunities are as extensive as the
cinema...A play like "Butley" would be a
pleasure to do. It's less hard work in the
theatre. When you talked about the auteur
theory, obviously in the theatre the writer
is what it's all about. If somebody writes a
good play, your job is to put it on. In that
sense the possibilities of some sort of
personal expression are limited. Whereas
"Gumshoe" you cast sort of create the
whole thing. You get a writer and an actor
and..build the whole thing yourself. I
. suppose that people like Peter Brook do
that sort of thing, but I wouldn't want to do
that sort of thing. I mean I would just like
to direct good plays in the theatre on a
much more straightforward level.
S.K.- Yes, but directing is also bringing
something to fife.
S.F.- But it's different. I really don't think
that.It's that sort of original moment of
actually having an idea in your head,
seeing something and saying if I write that
- and that and mat - yes.
S.K.- Which directors do you consider your
'favorites?
S.F.- I. actually worked with Lindsay

S.F.- Oh, good heavens.
S.K.- I'm sorry that I asked.
S.F.- Why?
S.K.- It looked like you were going to say no.
S.F.- Why would one say no. Do people not
like musicals? It's a marvelous form;
American musicals. I must admit that
when I say that I wouldn't like to make a
film like "Hello Dolly." It wouldn't be
much fun in doing that. What would be
nice would be to make a small musical. A
stroy with songs. I've been trying to get
somebody to write one. Now the musicals
have become huge showcases and I don't
find that terribly interesting. I would have
thought that most of those big musicals
nowadays behr no relationship to the
great age of musicals. To get back to that
sort of period would be marvelous. I'm
surprised that nobody's done it.
S.K.- Wen, you've done it with "Gumshoe"
in bringing back something. It might be
interesting to do it with a musical.
S.F.- It would be nice. Very good idea. I'm
sure that somebody would clean up if they
did.
S.K.- Ken Russell tried it with "The
Boyfriend". I don't think he succeeded.
The stage play did it. The film still has a
slightly bizarre Ken Russell touch.
S.F.-1 suspect that he doesn't, sort of, think
through the positions. You have to be very
clear about what your own position is at
aU times.
S.K.- Have you seen "Man of La Mancha"?
I was going to ask you what your reaction
would be to the casting of that film.
S.F.- Who is it?
S.K.- Peter OToole and Sophia Loren.
S.F.- That's not reaDy my area. I don't find
either of them frightfully interesting. Do
they still make those big musicals? I
thought mat they'd all lost a lot of money.
I don't understand why it's just died out
completely (the big musical era). Was
"The Umbrellas of Cherbourg" a big bit
here?
S.K.- Yes. Over a long period of time. The
music, the theme song "If it Takes
Forever" was very popular here.
S.F.- I think it's a very smashing form. I
wonder if you could, make a cheap

Heston than Laurence Olivier... 1 dont
musical. I don't see why you can't just
very
muchJike art films. I don't like mem
makeafilm andput a f e w songsJn. What
being
separated that way..:I do reaUy
i f you made an ordinary film and said respond
to popular cinema and I think it's
- nereryou just'stopped and sang instead of
a very strong force and I think mat Ford
talked? Do you know "Pierrot le Fou"
or
Hawkes or WeUes knew how to use it to
S.K.- What was an average day during the
make
veiy. important statements or films
filming of "Gumshoe"?
about
human
beings* That whole snobbery
S.F.-Dreadful.
about
culture,
I dislike very intensely. One
S.K.- Sorry. I just want to get your inof
the
joys
of
making "Gumshoe" and
volvement in it
.
making gangster pictures was that you
S.F.-1 just remember endless questions and
could
not only do what you wanted to but
people saying what's this and this and
you
could
make people catch themselves
this. People really do want you to teU them
enjoying
sort
of 'vulgarity' and that does
everything. I like trying to get everybody
please
me
very
much. The theatre in
to work, to give a lot because that way you
England is very snobbish.
are getting to the bonuses. I used to enjoy
S.K.I think that there are English actors
it when you set up a shot and the grip
who have something that American actors
would come up and say 'If you did that or
don't.
that...' A. I see. WeU that was always fine
S.F.Yes, I think it's just dissatisfaction
when people would come and offer
things _
-to your Sorne~pe^Ie~would~d6 that an6T ""wTuTwfiaT you've got. But, in England^ if
you watch something like "Perry Mason"
some wouldn't. It's hard with a large
it's just ordinary work done by American
crew. Some people were very boring and,
actors, it has a sort of reality and a
you know, I don't like having boring
people around me. It is a very rigid
strength and a positiveness which is very
system. The cameraman and I worked
impressive. English actors do&'t have
flat out at giving it some sort of sponaneity
that, they behave like actors. I would go so
and life. If we had six people around us it
far as to say the "Gumshoe", particularly
would have been very easy. When you're
in the small parts, is very weU cast. We
carrying sixty people, in order to give it a
were very lucky because we found a group
breath of air and let it sing a little, it's
of standup comics in Liverpool who play in
very hard. It's a very silly ^nd wasteful
almost all of the small pubs. They have
. way of making films, but it's clearly the
naturaUy, a sort of reality that I think a lot
way it's going to be. It becomes quite
of actors don't have and American screen
combative. You feed an idea into the
actors are very real. People like Newman,
system. You say, look, the next shot is
you just sort of believe mem completely,
going to be like this. Right. They aU sort of
whereas most English actors just come on
spring into place. Then you discover that
and say - I'm a doctor - and you know that
it aD sort of starts to recede. What I found
they're just not. I mean an of those actors
I had to do was to get it back, to make sure
who act in John Ford's films, they're just
that between saying that this is going to be
so real.
the shot and the actual filming...that S.K.- In our times, which are somewhat
twenty people had done, not maliciously,
schizophrenic, do you think you can make
little things that cumulatively weren't
a film, using your definition of enwhat you wanted. It was difficult in that
tertainment, that wiU appeal to both 'the
sense...I suddenly realized the responyouth market' and 'the over 30 set?'
sibility which I'd never really thought S.F.- There must be films that do that. A
about before. You are responsible for
film like "Gumshoe", for example, wasn't
sixty or 100 people. Without anybody being
made to appeal to one audience or
nasty you do feel constricted. In fact with
another. You just think that aU of the
everybody being very nice you still feel
people like me win want to see it. I l l bet
constricted. Self censorship is more efthat if you went into the figures for "Love
fective rather than somebody saying you
Story",
more young people saw it than
can't do that. You have to cope wifli your
older
people.
But that's supposed to be a
own capacity for censorship...
film for the over 80's. So I don't quite see
S.K.- Do you have any particular perwhat your question is.
»
focmers that yovLlike?
.
S.K.- There's so much m-«je trade- papers
Sjre^Pfa, UJWXC "age lots of actors, yes. I do
aboot "uw youth market' and there are so
v—like, Ajiiei'icanmovignstars. I Tove^Patu*- many older people who are complaining
Newman. I'm less happy with English
about the limited age appeal of so many of
actors than I am with American or French
the films that are being made now. If I
actors. I think American screen^actors are
mentioned the name of Carole Lombard tc
marvelous.
^
college students, 90 percent wiU probably
S.K.- Is there a reason that you feel this
have never heard of her.
way?
S.F.- No, but they would have heard of
S.F.- In England we've never reaUy had a
Bogart and BacaU and those people.
film industry. What I mean is that our film S.K.- "Love Story" is a far cry from "Gold
tradition is very slight. We've never had a
Diggers of 1938", though, isn't it? And
deep base. There's never been an English
"Gold Diggers of '38" is not the sort of film
film culture, if you like. That's why, in a
that win appeal to these young people.
sense, ''Gumshoe" is a sort of S.F.- But who, for example, are the people
revolutionary film to make. But "Gumwho are going to see "The Last Picture
shoe" actually says that there is no
Show"?
English cinema. "Gumshoe" says there is S.K.- The entire age range, I think. I don't
an American cinema; that's aU that
think I could categorize that film as apmatters. We used to have scenes in it
pealing to a particular age range.
where they'd play games with people who S.F.- I would have thought that any good
used to act in English movies. I mean
film would appeal to everyone. Of course
dreadful movies they make in England. Of
you
can make this sort of statement about
course the cream of English films is
films, but only after the event. You could
separate from that, but there isn't that
say that only young people would like that
popular foundation on which all American
sort of film - would like "IT'. Did young
films seem to be based. We have a strong
people like "IT' or middle aged people?
documentary tradition, there are a few S.K.I think that in that case it was both.
films by Carole Reed - the Ealing Films,
S.F.WeB
certainly aU of the young people
and that sort of thing. As a result of there
in
England
who saw "Gumshoe" like it. I
not being that native film culture, it's
suppose
that
it depends on what they get
borrowed very extensively from the
out of tile film. Maybe in America 'youth'
theatre - become enormously influenced
is such an identifiable group. AU of the
by it. AU of our actors who act in films are
young
people that I know in London are
extremely well trained. People like Alec
intelligent
enough not to want to belong to
Guiness are weU trained, they're weU
a corporate body like that.
educated actors and I think finally that's
S.K.Films are usuaUy indicative of the
not what films are about. Fellows like
times.
During the war they were escapist.
Steve McQueen are just streets ahead of
Now
they
reflect the times.
Olivier on the screen. In ^a film like
"Karthoum" Charlton Heston was far S.F.- WeU you're always making distinctions and I guess I don't like that. I don't
better ttuuv Olivier. Olivier was sort of
know...you
just make a film and get on
strutting around - Oh, I'm acting with
with
it.
Someone
win like -it. I so dislike
Charleton Heston. A terrific sort of
being made part of some collective group
snobbery about this English actor who's
like *youth' or middle aged. Most of the
going into the slums because he was going
young people that I know also don't like
to act with Charlton Heston. Heston is a
being lumped together.
farjbetter screen actor than Olivier ever
was. When Olivier went to Hollywwod he
had a sort of period when he was very
Vulgar' like in Wuthering Heights" when
he had^t. But when he tries to use his
theatricalities I think it's just not very
good. I'd rather work with Charleton
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THE OUTSIDER

Sidr

by Jim Dennis
I belong to the vocal minority. Now you GRANDMAMA'S HANDS CAN WORK
know what that means. Up against the waU MIRACLES. Are there angels on earth^
mother (HUSH YOUR MOUTH), but I'm Check out GRANDMA.
talking about Shaft. Yeah, I know, I dig the
I thought I saw Martin, the Kennedy boys
bald look also. Damn the wig though. Some and Medgar. But, naw, that can't be. And
chicks say it keeps from having to do their the band played on. But what happen to
•hair. Now you know that's weak. If she won't brother Malcolm? Some said, "Serves him
put water on the part you can see, her head. right for stiring up trouble." Shouldn't there
You know she ain't gon put none on the part have been more tears for G. Lincoln Rockyou can't see, her rusty rump.
weU? And the band played on. So what does
Bound to put more dips in your hips, more Watts and the deaths there have to do with
cut in your strut, more glide in your stride. anything important? It's business as usual
Make your liver quiver; dont eat no chicken in Viet Nam. Where does that leave Goodon Sunday. If you don't dig it, you know __nian,Sjchweraer andChaney?- And-the~band~
-you've got a hole m y o u r soui"And he~asked7 played on. Damn, win someone help me kick
"What soul?" What is soul?" Well, now, the a hole in the bass drum and break the sticks
wicked one, Wilson, said soul aint nothing of the snare drummers? '-I'll need help
but a feeling. Dig, I hear-Bobby Byrd because the band fights back.
v yelling, "Kee' on doing what you dong."
Of course, old folks teU the young girls,
She's fine as wine. She's short and dumpy. "Don't let dem boys play up your clothes."
She's brown, black, tan, coco, snuff, What they fail to realize is that young boy
caramel, chocolate, fudge, beige, burnt ain't up there playing. So, then, what does
orange, yella and cinamon. AU of this is happen to Lula Mae Plaits when the feelings
good. Any of them, as long as she ain't of woman-hood reverberate through her
polka-dot. Where's her head? Better yet, body and the juices begin to flow? Is there
where's her mind? Is she theirs or is she no room at the inn? "NO VACANCY"
thine?
diminishes hope throughout the night.
And I feel good when a bunch of us get However, the urgency of the caU can't be
together. The vibes are strong and the spirit denied... the clouds are biUowy... flowers
runs high. The sister's touch is electrically blossom in their own sweet time... the
charged. Roberta Flack lays the Rev. Dr. crispness of a new day awaking. Hence, not
Mr. Lee on you. CLawd don't test me down only is it not nice but it's down right imthere where she touched me) Have you seen possible to fool Mother Nauture. And it
her, teU me have you seen her? You cool out comes to pass that she can't tie her shoes.
for days on your own kind of lung cancer, She has to move the buttons on her coat and
and ride high on the juices from "brother" she begins to get prettier. "Nasty thing,"
Boones' farnVi All the shoes are in a pile in they say. "Frisky little tramp, chime in
the coerner, the lights are a shade above off others. But they are safe and secure in the
and your stuff has just started to finger knowledge that their nine children will come
paint in your ear with her tongue. Down or can on Mother's day and Christmas. And
went the door, and we were all blinded by they see this as being just the way it should
the beams of light. "ALL YOU COM- be. AfteraU, wasn't woman put here to
replenish the earth? AH she has to do is find
MUNISTS ON YOUR FEET."
a
mate and pay $3.00 to receive her takingPanther Man, Panther Man, so damn bad
he sleeps with clenched fists and mouth care-of-business permit.
poked out. His clothes are three tones
AU praises be to Allah. That the Fruit of
blacker than h e i s , and he let's it be known Islam is an impenetrable force is a fact. The
that he'U rip you off. So, is that the reason sisters are beautiful in thedir flowing gowns
we have the White Citizens' Council, KKK, and completely natural look. And those not
Birchers and others? You answer it. To help of the faith radiate a richness as they strut;
111 tell you, the Panthers have only been heads, topped by gailais, held high. Zing go
around since 1965. There goes Lester the strings of m y heart. The roots owe" an
Maddox now... trying to catch the Wallace eternal debt to The Honorable Elijah
band wagon.
Mohammed. Tc the top, tc the top...just
Her hands are rought Dut they feel tender can't stop. Nothing to it but to do it. The East
to me when touched. Her words ain't pretty is east and there is nc west. The hair on His
in structure but mind-bending in feeling. She head was like the wool of the sheet; his robe
can cook grits and make them taste like hung down tc copper-colored feet.... AU
bacon and eggs. She mends and darns until praises be tc .' "'
late at night and turns out mouth watering
bisquits first thing in the morning. Question of the week:
Sometimes she just folds her old wrinkled If fear can be found in one of : s : '~?J2V n o :
hands and sits humming to herself. then in anv of us?

I See You!
(But I Fib A Whole Bunch)
by Linda Matula

Editors Note: ~ne following :s the letter ^rorn Dean Senour to Miss Matuia that
is referred to in her column.
Dear Miss Matula:
In response to your article in
TICKER dated Tuesday, March 21,
1972, entitled, "I See You! (But I
Fib a Whole Bunch)," may I avail
myself of your generous invitation? I would be more than
pleased to meet with you, any
individual student and with all
groups of students who wish to
select a mutually convenient time
for such meetings.
As you may not know, the Dean
of Students Office has always
maintained an open-door policy
Due to the Baruch College Student
Community's overwhelming response to my
*er of last week to help arrange meetings
tween students and the Dean of Students,
ana compelled to donate some space to
concerned students.
You proved yourselves to be something
past week. Unfortunately, what you
red yourselves to be can not be defined,
t least not by this writer. You have already
en labeled "apathetic, non-involved r

R

and furthermore the Dean of
Students has always welcomed
invitations to meet with student
groups, organized or otherwise,
but of course does not want to
manipulate
students
into
arranging
such
meetings.
Therefore, your offer of assistance
is most welcomed.
I look forward to visiting with
you.
Sincerely,
Roy R. Senour, Jr.
Dean of Students
selfish, callous and lazy so and so's. I see no
. reason to labor over finding any new
descriptive terms. This is not to say I agree
with all previous descriptions. You know
what you are; why should I venture to
describe you as something you may not
agree with. I know (or shall I say 'feel free
to assume") you are not interested in
knowing who your Dean of Students is. You
don't want to build any bridges. You don't
continued on page 8

A column by Andrew Franklin

Take to ffie Wols
Within the past several months walking find a few "Binge Week" stickers but these
either up or down the staircases has become are rare because of the concerted
an educational trip. Besides the usual Administration attack on the concept of fun.
handbills announcing club meetings, dan- Lately some fanatic has been busily posting
ces, fraternity rushes, movies and other JDL stickers everywhere, a condition I duly
such innocuous goings-on Baruch's own noted with the proper authorities though
homegrown philosophers have been busily they obviously noticed them without my
marking up the walls. Naturally, being kind assistance. Stickers are the worst
Baruchians their works of thought have enemies of our administration as they tend
been none too intelligent and certainly are to remain forever and, when removed, often
lacking in profundity. Not even this one take part of the wall with them. Which is
"Who is John Gait?" scrawled anywhere really a_shame_ considering the-tHaae-and—
...througJi-this,--really-doesn't- surprise" "ffler effort spent making the walls of the stairThere is so httle outside reading going on cases so beautiful.
amongst Baruch students that for someone
Spring Follies: The elections nave been
to stumble oveisAyn Rand and actually read
settled.
Roberto Rodriguez has selected the
her books would De a miracle akin to the
students
who will make up this term's
second coming of the Messiah. Nevertheless, the low level of grafitti in this hole Senate and President Wingfteld has apshould certainly serve as an em- proved his choices since who knows better
barrassment to every forthright Baruchian. than Roberto who should serve. In two
For example, the back staircase is elections it was impossible to get 30 per cent
becoming cluttered with philosophical of the student body to vote and one wonders
ramblings dealing with the merits of being a why we still have a student government
member of one race or another. In fact, when the vast majority of Baruch students
much of this discourse is contained in poetry have voted with their feet by walking past
which, while lacking in technique and style, the ballot boxes. Obviously the student body
certainly shows the powerful emotions neither wants nor cares to be represented.
rushing through the brains of the bards. And One question: When the full Senate inyet, while I hate to throw a damper on these cluding Executive Committee comes up for
potential Shakespeares, there are inac- election who will pick the winners?
curacies contained in much of what they
WAR Violence Report: Take heart all ye
spew forth. Violets and roses cannot both be cynics for there is news aplenty. War has
red yet that is claimed by one backstairs spread to Thailand where 10,000 US trained
poet. Sex. in a bed is claimed as being best soldiers are hunting down Communist
for Blacks (obviously writen by some white guerrillas - in the Northeast part of the
ofay mother) and yet I'd wager that a country; Malaysian troops are launching an
comprehensive survey taken of the Baruch offensive against Communists in Sarawak;
population would show that most, if not all, and Indian troops are back in Bangladesh,
prefer beds to backseats, closets or pool this time putting down anti-Bengali Mizo
tables. This is definitely hot a racial tribesmen. Meanwhile Biharis continue to
characteristic.
be slaughtered by Bengalis, the Meo
Interestingly enough sex is not a topic for tribesmen in Laos are still being pushed
extensive discussion. Though one liberated back by North Vietnamese regularsy-South
soul has,brought masturbation and oral sex Vietnamese troops are busily pushing back
to the attention of passersby this subject is North Vietnamese outside of Hue, North
woefully neglected. Though I suppose this Vietnamese are shelling Pnomphenh, a
reflects the atmosphere of Baruch (that of a guerrilla war in Oman (said rebels supmonastery turned coed) or perhaps the ported by peace-loving Red China)
general ignorance of the subject by the smoulders on, South Yemen and Yemen are
students I suggest that this is, certainly an massing troops on their common borders,
area for an enterprising scholar to move French troops are still assisting blacks in
killing Arabs in Chad, IRA terrorists are
into.
stepping
up bombing and snooting in Ulster,
Politics is another verboten subject in and Portuguese
troops are still holding on
3aruch wail communications. Although for Western Civilization
- Bissau,
some joker has put Gay Lib on the walls one Mozambique and Angola.inInGuinea
connection
still feels the lack. Occasionally a peace sign the latter area Congolese (now knownwith
as
will be seen but that really can't take up the Zaire but once Belgian) disarmed and or
slack. What is needed is some good spray shot a large number of Communist-backed
paint slogans to make the place look like anti-Portuguese
guerrillas. Conditions are
Algiers or the Free University in West unknown but considered
favorable in
Berlin.
Burma, Eritrea and Guatamala.
Lastly, aifd seemingly the most important
to the dean who described Baruch as a toilet
Ice in the Winter: The National Combowl which shouldn't be crapped in, are the mission on Marijuana has recommended
stickers. One thing about most of them is that use in the home be legalized. Growing,
their ability to persist. You can still see selling or carrying would still be illegal
some anti-Vietnam stickers hanging which means that it must somehow
around. And if you look hard enough you'll materialize out of the air for one to smoke it.

W h e n T h e y Do Not C o m m a n d T h e
P e o p l e ' s Faith, Some WiU
Lose Faith In Them
BY SARAH BAILEY
"Plato, who had old fashioned ideas of living in our technological society brings on
political structure, said that the proper size certain problems that havw -been just
of a city was indicated by the number of recently difficult to answer. Our extensions
people who could hear the voice of a public into many areas (further than our bodies,
speaker...Yet radio, because of its ease of minds, hair, teeth, etc.) have led us to act
decentralized intimate relation with both upon things without being able to react to
private and small communities, could easily things (like looking at television). The speed
implement the Platonic political dream on a in which information and communication
world scale."
travels across the different channels of the
And so are the ideas of Marshall media, is so great, that people can be no
McLuhan, writer and philosopher of the longer be obtained 7 politically and
many aspects envolving the media. In his emotionally. The media is envoivement;
book Understanding Media: The extensions everyone is in it. Our lives surround the
of Man a great effort is put into discussing different medias to such a great extent, that
the media as modern day men seem to it is very hard to avoid the impact it has on
understand it. But there are many aspects of us. It is up to the individual to decide
the media, especially radio, that we all seem whether he can or cannot react. It is
to overlook. I think now is the time to dwell disasterous if he does not at all.
on these specific areas.
The media (or radio, "television,
What is media? and how is it approached
newspaper,
etc.) is around all the time.
by man? Mchihan explains that media is a
Even
Baruch
College has a radio station, yet
mere extension of man's mind. For
is
it
an
extension
of our minds? Does it
example, "the technological simulation of
reveal
tons
the
society
a s a whole? Is it "the
consciousness, when the creative process of
knowing will be collectively and corporately creativeprocess of knowing and corporately .
extended to the whole of the human extended to all?" I refer back to the ideas
society..." But Mchihan later explains that
continued on page 8
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the man'
He has n o fucking right t o tell m e
he losows h o w I feel
Can a virgin tell a w o m a n w h a t an
- oroasm is? - •
Does rws daughter bear the tiny scars

" *:**•*;,

H a ^ J m s ^ e r ever been pumped d y
by an army of men?
J % !£•*- n o f u c k » i g ^ r ^ r t b ~ t e i r r n e
th*kt~he~understdtidSk -T<* f a m y ^
with alt <hat
T o treat m e i k e his image, instead
of fflce a maru
\
T o waft u n t i tomorrow Hce m y
folks old yesterday.
He has m> fuckirig right t o ask these
things o f m e .
Nk> m a n has t h a t right.
LoulaCepeo^i
DREAM #

1

LOST D R E A M S
W e j - J d tor pick: the flowers
but

I*" i

"Hiey.jtorVt g r o w
M D room
w e sinned
W e crossed t h e barrier
.The stqp sign tost Us value
We dremn o f Sowars
I and y o u
*
W e think they'come tha* w a y
T h e ^ f b w e r chidren sinned today
They lose their dream t o m o r r o w
r

o
c
CO

05

W B don't rute
No m o r e .
# / ^
w e grew
^
We? Jost our awocence
The; journey's o h its w a y
W e look f o r treasure
You a n d j W e think k fides, our w a y
.We took, for treasure
You and tr *
W e think it rides our w a y
W e choose today or yesterday
A n d know b e ^ tomorrow
W e lost~#£

.^
That time, that newcast
f
saying you were dead—
^
a -hitchhiker kiHed
with your name, address & age
almost correct.
.Those facts; slightly misplaced, making it another person,
not y o u . .
But m those minutes w h e n it was true
w h e n you were*dead because m y mother
said so, a n d w e heard the news, .
m those* minutes
m y grief
was as total and
m y dependence o n y o u
as complete as
m y love.

Jayne Mangino

Had a dream,
I couldn't teH if it w a s real.
A m a n dark and ev3
h a d JaBect ray tvother.
Sister l a y crying bloody tears;

Bsafead U*m been going on fer
White m a d m e n Jrfted shields
A n d innocents began to kneel.
No w a y to change t h e past.
The future would never c o m e ,
M a n w a s doomed.
Hope w a s seen
Appearing o n the wall-crucifixion.
I begged" m humble supplication.
A touch w a s fart.
I sobbed w i t h pain

'•»;>» i

WetBwy tg own the World-

^ m f
tarda

We didn't luww

^ n d sinners have their rest

Only unity I n man

A n ^ there is hope

11/15/71
(to M.E.L.)

-<>«*?

of^ratf«e$fev

*-<--

A manly
tfee. dark.He started t o glow;
Made t h e world How
Once again.
He carried m e away
l e a v i n g those w h o strayed.
M O R A L : T t e K f e y o u harm may be your o w n .
Christine 2hak

y

Astaroth
Smoldering eyes
peruse m y face
through moist
dream lashes S m o o t h soul syffabels
slip
f r o m satin satan lips
Voodoo charmer
rumbles
incantations
into m y ear

"*

e s Mkfhael,
There
the dull days,
fence •& trners of average grade.
Is that j II for living spacemen?
thinking mattian
Was th<t you, mike?
who ! 3 iw in fiisco?
Stutterii g about,
white fa ;e disguise
gleam d-eye,—
:
.
. —
giving sftiuiatfons
tobreamkjg beings
»n exchange for
blank f
bullet
back.
is that \ /hat it comes t o
madnesj i n coffee cups
Walking w i t h inside out giri
hands ra someone elses pocket.
Fbrgotta i t n a m e .

I stand
waiting
unable
not wanting
t o say no
Black M a g i c Wizard
Murmers
m e l t e d sounds
o n velvet threads
that w e a v e
ebony links
into m y
Drawn
into twilight

Plastic beauty vend
store
for plastic f a c e s make-believe world
False not true
t4ever to be trusted
With t h e truths.

-\

for a drop that rolled
off a green leaf
I found ft o n m y forehead
, and w h e n he shook
the branch m y hair
filled with de»tf^sryglals~^-""and sprinktes o f t h e night
w e leaped at lowering
branches caressing their
roughness
o h G-d I must feel
my hand passed thru the sky
like through a mist o f water
colors. :
I embrace the rosebush
as it penetrates m y breast

Wrinkled laughter —
Thru their carbon mates.
Hippocrates' hypocrites
Caringrfor their own
fill their cages
With already knowns.
One c o m m o n goal
LIFE.

-

"Life is love"—
echo" out the pastures of plenty
But g r o w yellow with- tha..coJd.
Love is no more infinity.
A g e d couplets—
/•• r '->->;-^:^tJrie : ;ai^'ldw.
Shaang^oneanother.

:

zr
CO

o
Qi
03
O

CD

wiui many thorns
I feel the s i k y rose
I fee! the s3ky rose
wiro m y I^JS^ 1 ^ „ 1
2_
and stain k with m y Sfe "
Oh<3-dl J ^ e l
and bury myself
at I t s

,

Shoshana fk>gT»er

Biank stares
Cold emotkjnfess

Thinking •
BUT

Venom
chased w i t h gin
is shot
into m y blood
inking —
white corpuscles
fired to m y heart ~~=

of my body

I am not nothing ,
to you
perhaps in a m o m e n t
sacred in waves
tumbling in the Rivers
of Nothing! Nothing! Nothing?
screamir^^fronv thejechoes^
oTrhy protests! protests! protests!
Nothing rrruttipied by Nothing
equals N o t N n g , Nothing
«1 t h e Ulusion of t h e sky
embraced b y the Lovers
of the moon
Nothing! Nothing! Nothing!
lost in plastic-like
skyscrapers
and lost ~m time
lost in fantasy
of no n-existing vfcrations Que Pasa/Gue Pass
Nothing! Nothing! Nothing^
CarlosTroche

Asta-roth
bro-tfier
o f Lu-ei-fer
summafc me
to m y % S e e s
to my
knees

fi/Bdnight Magesty
shimmers
from behind
potion clouded pupils
stepping
savage gyrations
in thev rrtoon ghost glow

Nothing! Nothing! Nothing!

ReaS

Christine Ttoak"

Y

^^

ft^RCE
you partake?
I w v e danced
mcssouri.
o n separate bars
of brokss-^Ben,
forgotter* 36getting eld*
Whatsy
I couic
the ha
your ho
smiling
brings

erase

Observe >ostcard faces
tacked oi heads
found in places
;
they are i c * supposed to be.
Hiding at long t h e pines,
rocky mc intain shack,

mining,
closed foj lan o u t o t twelve,
just can ^breakdown
months t i Si^dis^
No paper ulcks^
It
something
toYOL
doesn't it m8ce?????
Dave???!?

to t h e pulsating shadow
w h e r e breathes ,
^
through ivory smites
m y den >m i m a s t e r

rx>UG??r
LYN!?!?
SUE!H!H!fn

f*>reenBalch

Andrew

E

fWard8rauRtem

It is comic/tragic h o w people revel in recateftrant
assuredness,
f^usii^ ^lj|isgr^^
those mat are static a n d irrefutable, >-r"
Blithely misappropriating energies m a hopeles^
pursuit
of T h e Good and Perfect

•aer-

UTOPIA.
Ckfickly becoming bitterly frustrated by faSure...
Leading, in turn, to the rank stench of
ALIEN
a-t-i-o-n...
Attaining rmwriiiDtary catharsis by mouthing simplistic
shibboleths (and living vicariously).
All the time aware of t h e temporal nature o f this
respfte,
Ye
* o ^ s f ^ a t e l y clinging t o a certain finite and shallow existence,
Paradoxically awaiting life's n e x t mocking.
Poor hapless soul!
Philip Messing
12/T2/71
THE CHINESE FIGURES
There a^e t w o iSnnese figures on the mantlepiece
That have taught m e many things.
They taught m e that alt the gold to a pauper
Or a poor man's freedom t o kings
Is as a drop In t h e sea In a rainstorm
\ Or a gram o f sand o n t h e shores
s~
In serving as balm t o tats sorrow
Or in healing life's pains a n d sores.
These quaint, sitent Chinese on the mantlepiece
Have taught m e many things.
One-is ctothed tfi r a j ^ and poverty
Yet every line H ills body sings!
The. other % draped in sumptuous furs ~

Names, Faces, and Places

CD

Names!
Names without faces;
Names from places without names.
Ring inside this hoBdw cefl like the sound of
a distant bell.
Places!
Places far away;
Places o f yesterday.
S t i l inside m y maid painted there as
if in time.
.Faces!
Faces laughing, smiling, crying,
AH inside they^re sttH prying.
From the beginning t o t h e end of their special time.
Yet h o w special w a s it t o them.
Those times o f stii lines, gentle gazes,
and careless days.
Looking back we see with our perfect after sightl
W h a t w a s w r o n g *mi % t h e m , and m e .
Perfection w i l c o m e but n o t
Cyriaf U . Bassetr Jr.

00

K.1 ••-"Will » ~ f ir "ar-M*«^*wan^
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

- T U E S D A Y , M A R C H 28,1972

^ t 2 ; l i i ^ 2 i « i a P.M.—BOOSTERS C O F F E E HOUR
l ^ i f e 7 i » P.AA.—EVENING SESSION I N F O R M A L C O F F E E HOUR
0S^^z^¥KNi^^E^£N\NG

SESSION

A Curriculum Guidance Workshop for new student-draft
transfer students will take place on Monday,
The draft has resumed!! All lottery
April 10th, from 2 to 4 p.m. in Room 114, 24th
winners, with numbers from 1 to 15, who are
St. Building.
To assist Jbese students in planning for classified 1A, will be hearing from their
Fallregistration, faculty members from, the^ friends at Jtheir local draft board. If the
College's various Departments along with Army doesn't fiU its~qtlota of 15^00 men,
Dr. Jean Buchinof Curricular Guidance will another call will be issued in May. If you are
review program planning and degree beginning to feel the draft, come visit us.
requirements.
Room 307A S.C.
Transfer students are urged to bring their Mon. 9-12 and 1-2
check-lists and or credit evaluations with Tue. 9-11
them to the meeting.
Wed. 11-12 and 1-2
The Orientation program is sponsored by Thur. 2-3
_l
"Che Department of SfuaentHPersonneT" TTT.TBT'anaTESr.
~~
~ -—
Services.
notification of changes

I N F O R M A L COFFEE HOUR

-^J:

W E D N E S D A Y , M A R C H 29, T972
4^^J^f-R©Dfcl5R0S^ BtQODlDRiVE ;
•:5^^;^&i;%..;^*::.:r.':-.- Sponsored b y : I r r f e r f r a t e r n i t y Council
;—i»-R.I.O.E^ D a n c e
liOUNGE
^rflDPM—MUSIC DFPT
RPHFARSMf;
32
4-iJ0f 6 : 0 0 P . M . — S U N N f M U S L I M G U E S T S P E A K E R S
MARjfLE LOUNGE
^ 9 ^ ^ ; 4 r 0 0 P . M . - - R E D CROSS B L O O D D R I V E
4 " ^ - ^ ^ P -r Spoosdred b y ; I n i r a f r a t e r n i t y Council
5 i ^ ? ! : 3 a PJWL—P*R.I.D.E. Dance

financial aid

Students are reminded by the Reigstrar's
Officetofile any change of name, status and
The following changes will occur in the other information immediately. The
financial aid check disbursement schedule: mailings for registration will take place
A-L Tuesday March 28, 1972
April 3rd, therefore, all above changes are
M-Z Wednesday, March 29, 1972
needed prior to this date.

m:

S P R I N G V A C A T I O N : 3-30-72 t h r o u g h 4-6-72
C L A S S E S R E S U M E : F r i d a y , A p r i l 7,1962.
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This week in 212

TUESDAY,,
MARCH

R o n Bruse

Lamport Leaders' Society

28th

Workshop
is coming

•

:

«

.

THERE IS NO OTHER

K0R0M0NTEE

BUT SELFM

SIGMA

v

->•

ALPHA

m\DE
WSTE

Sat-'-S
U'iON.<1i'i".tfi

T^^K^^^S^WS^^

BOOSTERS

»&Vr*:^$#*r:
•iia

I .
Now i n 70mm. and 6 track stereophonic sound
you can experience it, hear it, live it a s never before.

NEWMAN
Utters...

Friday-Sunday
April 28-30

JDL

S^

Continuedfrompage 4
of classes, I saw that wanted was not given, it meant
;fewxrf thetxwrses were either taking an undesirable
.waned for the Fall term (I course, or going through late
teamed fliat many of them registration (which was horrennever been offered at dous).
I wanttoemphasize that I am in
^AHhonghone must concede that no way Warning the faculty of the
Tarts program at Baruch English Department for these
7*?» ft seems to me that conditions. In fact, I found it to be
should be able to offer very helpful, particularly with
at this point. regard to departmental counthe
English seling. As I have previously stated,
win point out that the primary problem is the number
iwere cancelled due of students.
_
Una
Before the Baruch College adlack ^rf
.__ mimstratkm gets.an inferiority
ijors, but simpfy complex, I would like to say that
h majors, if this Baruch surpasses BMCC in some
if Baruch is truly areas. Baruch's classrooms
in establishing a (ancient as they may be) are
—•— y»^'a»»'"> it classrooms, and not converted
recrmt declared offices in converted office
_ In addition, the large
front the com.majority
of classes in Baruch are
_...WSh a sofid held m otiebafldmg,
whfle BMCC's
PUMP'
are held in sbr difiernet htnkfings
to eapand im- (four in mkttown, two uptown).
Tms i s a matter of convenience
which should not be overlooked.
Unlike BMCC, the Barren
«levators are rarely otrt of order,
and, finatyv BMCC doesn't have
.^*bJ£}^&&Jt&
«k**tor man
ioheip ge^yoo tiiroagh foe day.
TfanB,-altfaough I am net arguing
that the community colleges are
L ^ 1 * * ****
that

eoBeaes, I

WEDNESDAY,
MARCH 29th:
P.R.I.D.E
DANTE
SIGMA

ALPHA

NEWMAN
^•^KSSKK

s

..^Mffl^:^

JDL

' -v. • - ' •— '
MMMM^kM

THE CONCERT FOR BANGLADESH

Pictures

taken

10 to 4 irt

Room 311
f
•*".
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C0HTO00US PERFQRMANCB START THURSDAY, MARCH 23.
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